Extracellular polymeric substances are transient media for microbial extracellular electron transfer
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Microorganisms exploit extracellular electron transfer (EET) in growth and information exchange with external environments or with other cells. Every microbial cell is surrounded by extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Understanding the roles of three-dimensional (3D) EPS in EET is essential in microbiology and microbial exploitation for mineral bio-respiration, pollutant conversion, and bioenergy production. We have addressed these challenges by comparing pure and EPS-depleted samples of three representative electrochemically active strains viz Gram-negative Shewanella oneidensis MR-1, Gram-positive Bacillus sp. WS-XY1, and yeast Pichia stipitis using technology from electrochemistry, spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, and microbiology. Voltammetry discloses redox signals from cytochromes and flavins in intact MR-1 cells, whereas stronger signals from cytochromes and additional signals from both flavins and cytochromes are found after EPS depletion. Flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy substantiated by N-acetylglucosamine and electron transport system activity data showed less than 1.5% cell damage after EPS extraction. The electrochemical differences between normal and EPS-depleted cells therefore originate from electrochemical species in cell walls and EPS. The 35 ± 15-nm MR-1 EPS layer is also electrochemically active itself, with cytochrome electron transfer rate constants of 0.026 and 0.056 s⁻¹ for intact MR-1 and EPS-depleted cells, respectively. This surprisingly small rate difference suggests that molecular redox species at the core of EPS assist EET. The combination of all the data with electron transfer analysis suggests that electron “hopping” is the most likely molecular mechanism for electrochemical electron transfer through EPS.

INTRODUCTION

Electron transfer (ET) is one of the most fundamental life processes, and microorganisms exploit extracellular electron transfer (EET) to exchange information and energy with other microorganisms or with their external environments (1–6). Two mechanistically overarching EET pathways have been proposed (2, 7–10) (Fig. 1A): (i) direct “band-like” electron conductivity, where electrons are transported via extended conductive pili/nanowires or redox proteins located in the microbial outer membrane; and (ii) indirect EET, where ET is mediated by mobile or spatially fixed molecular redox shuttles. However, neither of these pathways has been reported to involve extracellular polymeric substances (EPS).

EPS are fundamental microbial components that determine the physiochemical properties of biofilms (11). Almost every microbial cell is surrounded by EPS, which assist in biofilm formation and protection from unfavorable environment (11–13). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) shows, for example, that Azospirillum brasilense forms a 2-nm layer of adsorbed EPS on polystyrene substrata after 24 hours of growth (14), whereas cryo-transmission electron microscopy has shown that Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 (MR-1) in biofilm is enveloped by an EPS layer up to 1 μm after a 110-day cultivation (15). EPS contribute to biogeochemical cycles of organic matter and nutrient elements. Many components of EPS, such as DNA, humic acids, and some proteins, are redox-active or conductive/semiconductive (16). Some studies have shown that EPS are able to synthesize metal nanoparticles in the presence of c-type cytochromes (17) and have redox properties similar to MR-1 (18). However, it is poorly understood whether EPS are directly involved in EET processes, because previous microbial EET studies were only conducted on biofilms with EPS retained or on cells from the log stage or early steady stage cultures with little EPS. Note that electron transport between the cells and extracellular electron acceptors/donors must pass through the layer of EPS, but it is not known whether these electrons would be captured or whether the ET processes are speeded up by the EPS during the process. Hence, it becomes essential to clarify the EPS function in EET via the direct or indirect pathway (Fig. 1B).

With a view on possible mapping of EPS-based EET mechanisms (16), we address here the electrochemical behavior of EPS using three electrochemically active strains: Gram-negative MR-1 (8), Gram-positive Bacillus sp. WS-XY1 (WS-XY1) (19), and yeast Pichia stipitis (Ps) (19). Electrochemical analysis of both EPS and whole cells in the presence and absence of EPS was undertaken, followed by morphological and chemical investigations. The results suggest strongly that EPS are crucial in bacterial and yeast EET.

RESULTS

EPS are efficiently removed from MR-1

As a widely studied electrochemically active strain (2, 8), MR-1 was first chosen as the main target to address the role of EPS in EET. The strain was cultured statically in Luria-Bertani broth at 30°C for 48 hours to harvest mature cells and obtain more EPS, and a heat treatment was used to remove EPS (20).

The present work shows that heating at 38°C for 30 min removes a 35 ± 15-nm EPS layer from MR-1 cells, compared to those from a control group incubated at 30°C for 30 min with the EPS retained (Fig. 2A and table S1). The AFM shows that the MR-1 cell surface is smooth with very little EPS retained after extraction (Fig. 2, B and C, and fig. S1). The spatial extension of the EPS layer in these studies suggests that redox proteins in the outer membrane in EET have no chance to contact extracellular solid electron acceptors/donors directly.
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EPS from MR-1 are mainly composed of polysaccharides and proteins. Six times more polysaccharide and nine times more protein were detected in EPS extracts from heat-treated MR-1 than from the control group (fig. S2). This accords with a decrease in cell size after EPS extraction (Fig. 2A), a smooth cell surface of EPS-depleted MR-1, and less EPS found after EPS extraction (Fig. 2, B and C).

**Electrochemistry of pure and EPS-depleted MR-1 investigated using voltammetry**

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) shows barely any difference between the electrochemical signals of pure and EPS-depleted MR-1 (fig. S3). More sensitive differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was used instead.

MR-1 with EPS retained showed two pairs of DPV peaks (Fig. 3A). The pair with the peak potentials, $E_p = -450$ mV (anodic, versus Ag/AgCl, unless otherwise stated) and $-416$ mV (cathodic) are attributed to flavins (8, 21), and the pair at $E_p = -138$ mV (anodic) and $-170$ mV (cathodic) to outer membrane c-type cytochromes (21, 22). In the absence of EPS, MR-1 gave two new pairs of DPV peaks with anodic peaks at $E_p = -306$ and $-102$ mV and cathodic peaks at $E_p = -302$ and $-182$ mV, that is, the two flavin peaks have disappeared and an additional pair around $-300$ mV appeared. These peaks are very similar to those of the flavin/MtrC combination (21). EPS removal has thus exposed this combination to the extracellular environment and made the flavin/MtrC interaction detectable. This observation indicates that the flavins are associated with EPS on the cell surface and that the extraction process removes both EPS and diffusing flavins. This suggestion is further verified by DPV on extracted EPS with peaks at $-456$ and $-422$ mV (Fig. 3B) and an ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV-vis) absorbance peak at 267 nm (fig. S4A). The two peaks at $-182$ and $-102$ mV attributed to c-type cytochromes are retained after EPS extraction, but EPS depletion has enhanced the anodic and cathodic c-type cytochrome peak currents from $28 \pm 8$ to $38 \pm 4$ nA and from $84 \pm 17$ to $113 \pm 19$ nA, respectively. The enhanced currents indicate that EPS extraction causes more c-type cytochromes to interact with the electrode and facilitate EET. EPS extracts also contain cytochromes, as disclosed by DPV peaks at $-153$ and $-122$ mV (Fig. 3B) and a UV-vis absorbance peak at 410 nm (fig. S4B) (23).

DPV peaks originate from electrochemically active substances of the cells at the electrode surface. Chronoamperometry was used to address further the origin of the signals. The results show that MR-1 biofilms on glassy carbon electrodes formed in the presence and absence of EPS yield increased currents after lactate addition (fig. S5), indicating that MR-1 cells are active and that the DPV peaks originate from living cells. When lactate was added at the same time point, the maximum current increments from EPS-depleted MR-1 were 40 to 90% higher than that of the control group (table S2), showing that MR-1 in the absence of EPS can transport electrons to extracellular electron acceptors more efficiently than in the presence of EPS. These results accord with the enhanced DPV currents.

**MR-1 cells are robust to EPS extraction**

To check whether the electrochemical differences between EPS-removed and EPS-retained MR-1 cells originate from leached intercellular substances during the EPS extraction process, we investigated the morphology,
Electron hopping and tunneling are core notions in long-range ET processes. They are examined below and in the Supplementary Discussion. Electron hopping occurs through an aqueous environment and is not caused by cell damage during EPS extraction. Flow cytometry showed that no more than 1.5% of the cells were damaged after EPS extraction (Fig. 4, A and B). This result accords with fluorescence microscopy data using the LIVE/DEAD staining method (Fig. 4, C and D) (24). N-acetylglucosamine (NAG), one of the monomers of peptidoglycan in bacterial cell walls, is released when cell walls are damaged (25). NAG in EPS extract was therefore used to examine the possible damage to MR-1 (Fig. 4E). NAG in EPS extracted at 30° or 38°C was found at similar levels of less than 14 mg/g dry cell. On the other hand, when MR-1 was treated at 100°C, which destroyed most of the bacterial cells, up to 39 mg/g dry cell of NAG was detected in EPS, confirming that 38°C heat treatment causes only insignificant damage to the cell walls of MR-1.

We also studied the electron transport system activity (ETSA) of MR-1 after EPS extraction at 30°, 38°, and 100°C for 30 min to evaluate the effects of heat treatment on respiratory metabolism (26). ETSA decreased by heating at 100°C, but MR-1 treated at 38°C showed very similar ETSA as those treated at 30°C (Fig. 4F). Further electrochemical measurements have also indicated that the heat treatment at 38°C did not induce a notable change of the redox protein expression and the activity of MR-1 (Figs. S6 and S7). Together, these data strongly suggest that the observed voltammetric differences between MR-1 in the presence and absence of EPS are not caused by cell damage.

Hence, we conclude that mainly flavins and c-type cytochromes in EPS contribute to the DPV peaks and i-t current increment for MR-1 (Fig. S5): (i) flavin DPV cannot be detected after EPS extraction but detected only in EPS extracts; (ii) after 48 hours of cultivation, most of the cell surface is covered by EPS, which separates c-type cytochromes from the electrode (most c-type cytochromes on the cell surface therefore cannot interact directly with the electrode) (Fig. 2B); (iii) the DPV peaks of the flavin/MtrC combination are only detected after EPS extraction; (iv) the presence of cytochromes and flavins is confirmed by UV-vis spectrometry; and (v) the direct presence of c-type cytochromes in EPS has been reported for the Shewanella strain (27).

**Electrons are transported through EPS by hopping**

Electron hopping and tunneling are core notions in long-range ET processes in biological systems (28). Direct tunneling gives 10 or 15 orders of magnitude current decrease over a 35-nm layer of polysaccharides (see Supplementary Discussion and table S1) and is excluded here. On the other hand, less than an order of magnitude current decrease is associated with hopping between closely spaced ET sites. These concepts are examined below and in the Supplementary Discussion. Electron "hopping" represents the EET processes in the presence of EPS, and we propose that EPS act as transient media for electron hopping as the prevailing pathway for natural microbial EET (Fig. 5).

Hopping requires a high density of ET sites, and the feasibility of ET by hopping across the membrane/EPS layer is examined below. The number of electroactive ET sites corresponds to the total formal charge $Q_{\text{formal}}$ in the adlayer and can be determined from the DPV peak charge $Q_{\text{DPV}}$. However, $Q_{\text{DPV}}$ is a differential quantity and not directly the formal charge, $Q_{\text{formal}}$ as in CV. The correlation between $Q_{\text{DPV}}$ and $Q_{\text{formal}}$ for reversible thin-layer DPV, and small DPV potential increments $\Delta E(V)$, is (cf. Supplementary Discussion)

$$Q_{\text{DPV}} = \frac{k_0 \Delta E}{V} Q_{\text{formal}}$$

where $k_0$ (s$^{-1}$) is the standard electrochemical ET rate constant. Equation 1 enables obtaining the product $Q_{\text{formal}} \times k_0$. Using $k_0 = 0.026$ s$^{-1}$ estimated from the CVs, fig. S3 gives the values of both $Q_{\text{DPV}}$ and $Q_{\text{formal}}$ of all the DPV peaks summarized in table S3. The $Q_{\text{DPV}}$ values are in the range $1 \times 10^{-9}$ to $10 \times 10^{-9}$ C for MR-1, $1 \times 10^{-9}$ to $2.5 \times 10^{-8}$ C for EPS-depleted MR-1, and $1.5 \times 10^{-9}$ to $7 \times 10^{-9}$ C for isolated EPS, whereas $Q_{\text{formal}}$ is in the range $3 \times 10^{-8}$ to $40 \times 10^{-8}$ C corresponding to $3 \times 10^{13}$ to $40 \times 10^{13}$ moles or $2 \times 10^{11}$ to $25 \times 10^{11}$ molecules. These numbers give the average total number of single-ET redox carriers over a 3-mm electrode surface. If these were evenly distributed over a 35-nm membrane/EPS layer on the electrode surface, that is, 0.245 ml of EPS, a molar concentration of $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ M would emerge or an average distance between the molecular redox sites of 5 to 10 nm. This value is subject to the reservation discussed in the Supplementary Discussion, and the concentration could be up to five times lower, within $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ M or about twice longer than the average intersite distance.

"Metallic conductivity" has been forwarded as an alternative ET mechanism (2). The experimental conditions by Lovley (2) are, however, quite different from the current study, in which an aqueous environment was used, in contrast to an ambient "dry" environment (28). The electrochemical signals are furthermore carried by cytochromes and flavins, of well-defined structure and redox potentials, and testify to localized electronic states. Band conductivity requires oxidation or reduction in other structural elements, such as aromatic side groups. These electrochemical signals are associated with high energies and were not detected in the present study, leaving hopping as the prevailing molecular mechanism, although tunneling is crucial in the individual "hops" (cf. below) (29).
Hopping implies ET between localized states and strong electronic-vibrational interactions with full vibrational relaxation, represented by rate constant $W(s^{-1})$ of the generic form

$$W = \kappa_0 \exp(-\beta \Delta R) \frac{\omega_{\text{eff}}}{2\pi} \exp\left(-\frac{(\lambda + \Delta G^0)^2}{4\lambda k_B T}\right);$$

(2)

where $\omega_{\text{eff}}/2\pi \approx 10^{12} s^{-1}$ (29) is the effective vibrational frequency of the nuclear modes. The activation free energy is determined by the nuclear reorganization free energy $\lambda$ and the reaction free energy ($\Delta G^0$). $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the temperature, and $\kappa$ is the electronic transmission coefficient. In the diabatic limit of weak interaction, $\kappa$ is determined by the hop distance $\Delta R$ and the decay factor $\beta (Å^{-1})$. Here, $\kappa_0$ can be taken as unity. In the opposite, the adiabatic limit of strong interaction is $\kappa \to 1$. Analogous forms apply to the electrochemical rate constant (29).

---

**Fig. 4. Integrity tests on MR-1 cells.** (A and B) Flow cytometry shows that EPS extraction only destroys insignificantly the MR-1 cells. (A) Flow cytometry of MR-1 cells treated at 30°C. (B) Flow cytometric analysis of MR-1 cells treated at 38°C for EPS extraction. Green and red spots are living and dead cells, respectively. (C and D) LIVE/DEAD staining of MR-1 cells shows similar ratios of live cells to total MR-1 cells in the presence (C) and absence (D) of EPS. (E) The concentration of NAG in EPS extracted at different temperatures. (F) The ETSA of MR-1 cells after EPS extraction at different temperatures. Samples in all experiments at different temperatures are heat-treated for 30 min.

**Fig. 5. Schematic of EPS as transient media for microbial EET by electron hopping.**
Points to notice are as follows:
(1) Equation 2 represents the transition probability per unit time in a single hop and holds a nuclear activation factor and an electronic coupling (tunneling) factor. Tunneling is thus an integrated feature in hopping.

(2) Fast hopping requires small nuclear reorganization energy and weakly exothermic ET. Cytochromes and flavins accord with these requirements. Efficient hops must also be adiabatic or weakly diabatic, \( \kappa \to 1 \), that is, with close contact distance (30).

(3) The transition between hopping and band conduction is crudely determined by the condition \( V_{DA}/k \approx 1 \), where \( V_{DA} \) is the electronic coupling between a donor and an acceptor. \( V_{DA}/k \) is always smaller than unity for ET between localized states in disordered media, and hopping prevails in the present study.

(4) Hopping rate constants can be formally converted to conductivity (28, 31), but electrochemical CVs are better described formally by notions of diffusion (32) in semi-infinite or confined space. The "diffusion coefficient," \( D \), is then (32, 33)

\[
D = n \times W(\Delta R) \times P \times \Delta R^2
\]

where \( P \) is the probability that a vacant hopping site is available at the distance \( \Delta R \) and \( n \) is a geometric factor.

Equations 2 and 3 offer a view of the feasibility of electrochemical hopping across the EPS layer. Taking \( n = 1 \) and a high density of hopping sites, \( P \to 1 \), the diffusion (that is, hopping) length, \( \ell \) within the time \( t \) is \( 1 \approx \sqrt{Dt} \). For diffusion to reach \( \ell \) within the time \( t \), the condition

\[
W \geq \frac{1}{t} \left( \frac{1}{\Delta R} \right)^2
\]

must therefore apply. This condition is less restrictive. If \( t \) is taken for the time of a DPV sweep, for example, \( 100 \) s, \( \ell = 35 \) nm, and \( \Delta R = 1 \) nm, Eq. 4 gives \( W \geq 10 \) s \(^{-1} \) for hopping to be efficient. For close to contact distance of the hopping sites, \( \kappa \to 1 \), and approximately thermoneutral hops, Eq. 2 reduces to

\[
W \to \frac{6\eta_{eff}}{2\pi} \exp \left( -\frac{\lambda}{4k_B T} \right)
\]

The condition \( W \geq 10 \) s \(^{-1} \) then leaves a wide margin, and diffusion across the membrane within 100 s is feasible for reorganization free energies up to 250 kJ, corresponding to an activation free energy of about 60 kJ. If the ET distance is 2 nm, corresponding to a decrease of the transmission coefficient from unity to \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \), diffusion or hopping is still feasible, provided that the activation free energy is now less than about 40 kJ, but the following is to be noted. Cytochromes are large molecules. With a decaheme composition, the molecular diameter would be about 5 to 10 nm (34). However, the hopping centers are the individual heme groups inside the decaheme cyt molecules, with an average intersite distance of only 1 to 2 nm, in a wire-like close-distance structural organization, instead of 5 to 10 nm estimated from DPV. Efficient hopping must therefore imply that the electrochemically active decaheme cyt centers are spatially confined either within a thinner layer than the full 35-nm pili volume or in "wires" vertical to the electrode surface. "Vehicular" diffusion of mobile flavin carriers across the EPS can therefore also be involved.

**Voltammetry of Gram-positive Bacillus sp. WS-XY1 and yeast Ps supports the hypothesis**

Compared to Gram-negative bacteria, Gram-positive bacteria and yeast have different cell wall structures. These are a thicker peptidoglycan layer in Gram-positive bacteria and a thicker glucan layer in yeast. These differences in membrane structure may induce changes of the EET pathways in Gram-positive bacteria and yeast. Most electrochemically active microorganisms are Gram-negative bacteria (35), but some Gram-positive bacteria and yeasts, such as WS-XY1 and Ps (19), are also electrochemically active. The two strains WS-XY1 and Ps were therefore also chosen to address the role of EPS in the EET processes of Gram-positive bacteria and yeast, respectively (figs. S8 to S10). Two anodic and two cathodic DPV peaks of WS-XY1 and Ps were detected both for control groups and EPS-depleted groups (Fig. 6 and fig. S11).

The DPV peaks around \(-0.4 \) V are ascribed to flavins (19). Notably, these peaks increase significantly after EPS extraction, whereas the flavin peaks disappeared in MR-1 after EPS depletion. Both these peaks are also detected in the EPS extract (Fig. 6, C and D). These results suggest that voltammetric flavin peaks for normal strains (that is, the control group) are contributed by flavins in two states, that is, in EPS and combined with cell walls. EPS extraction enhances the peak heights around \(-0.1 \) V, and peaks at similar potentials were detected in extracted EPS (Fig. 6). These results indicate that EPS from WS-XY1 and Ps are electrochemically active and play an important role as transient media for microbial EET.

**CONCLUSION**

Because of the EPS’ strong redox ability and 3D structure, electron transport between microbial cells and extracellular electron acceptors/donors, whether via pili/nanowires, membrane-bound proteins, or electron shuttles, must therefore take the effect of EPS into account. Considering the spatial distances, membrane-bound cytochromes are not able to directly transfer electrons to extracellular electron acceptors when a thick layer of EPS covers the cell surface. It is also important to understand the influence of the redox reactions of EPS in conductive nanowires for EET and if some electrons are transported from the surface of conductive nanowires into the EPS (not extracellular electron acceptors) via redox reactions. Results from the three strains show that EPS attenuates direct EET, although the strains remain electrochemically active (Fig. 3, A and B, fig. S5, and table S2). When EPS-depleted cells are exposed to harsh conditions, proteins on the cell surface are easily inactivated, or the cells even killed and EET lost. EPS help cells to attach on solid minerals or other electron acceptors/donors and shorten the gap between microorganisms and solid surfaces. This not only facilitates EET but also saves the energy used to reach the acceptors/donors (36). We suggest that these strains achieve a successful balance between EET, self-protection, and other natural EPS functions.

Indirect EET is another major microbial EET pathway (8) that may benefit from the presence of EPS, because EPS help microorganisms maintain a high concentration of electron shuttles in the gap between cells and electron acceptors/donors. Unbound flavins as electron mediators have to diffuse within the EPS layer, which shows different fluid mechanics compared with those in bulk solution. Moreover, it is not possible to detect the bound flavin-cytochrome interaction until this EPS layer is removed.

In brief, the current work shows that EPS store electrochemically active substances (such as flavins and c-type cytochromes), which act
as electron transit media. This enables EPS-enveloped cells to transport extracellularly electrons to acceptors or from donors by EET, where electron hopping is the most likely molecular mechanism for electrochemical ET through EPS.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacterial strains and growth conditions**

Strains of MR-1, WS-XY1, and Ps were grown statically at 30°C for 48 hours. Luria-Bertani broth medium was used to culture MR-1, Luria-Bertani broth medium without yeast extract was used to culture WS-XY1, and peptone dextrose medium (2% peptone, 2% dextrose) was used to culture strain Ps (19). All media were adjusted to an initial pH of 7.0.

**EPS extraction**

Heat treatment can remove EPS by enhancing the molecular, protein, and membrane dynamics, and hence accelerating the EPS dissolution in extract solution (13), and our previous study has shown that heat treatment is an efficient method for EPS extraction (20). The cells were harvested by centrifugation (5000 g, 10 min, 4°C) and washed twice with 0.9% NaCl (w/v) solution. Washed cell pellets were resuspended in 0.9% NaCl (w/v) solution and heated in a water bath at different temperatures (optimally, 38°C for MR-1, 45°C for WS-XY1, and 55°C for Ps) for 30 min. Cell suspensions were centrifuged once again (5000 g, 10 min, 4°C), and cell pellets were collected for electrochemical measurements and morphology analysis. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.22-μm filter to remove unsettled cells. The filtrate (that is, EPS) was stored at 4°C for later chemical analysis. Cells treated at 30°C were used as control groups.

**Electrochemical measurements**

All electrochemical data were recorded using an Autolab electrochemical workstation with a three-electrode chamber containing a glassy carbon electrode (3-mm diameter), a platinum-wire counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with saturated KCl (potential versus the normal hydrogen electrode, +198 mV). All potentials refer to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. In all electrochemical measurements, cell pellets treated at different temperatures were resuspended in phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.0). Cell suspension (10 μl) (containing about 1 × 10^7 cells) was then drop-casted on the glassy carbon electrode and mixed with 1 μl of 1% Nafion aqueous solution to form a layer of biofilm. Phosphate buffer solution (50 mM, pH 7.0) was used as electrolyte. All experiments were conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere. The parameters were as follows: for CV: resting time, 8 s; scan rate, 10 mV/s; E_i = −0.6 V; and E_f = 0.4 V; for DPV: E_i = −0.6 V; E_f = 0.4 V; amplitude, 60 mV; pulse width, 200 ms; and potential increment, 6 mV; for i-t chronoamperometry: E = 0.3 V.

**Flow cytometry and morphology measurements**

To evaluate the cell viability after EPS extraction, the cells were fluorescence-stained with propidium iodide and measured by flow cytometry (Quanta SC, Beckman Coulter) after 30 min of heat treatment. About 10,000 cells were analyzed for each sample. After heat treatment, the cells were also stained with the LIVE/DEAD BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene) containing the two fluorescent dyes: SYTO 9 and propidium iodide. The staining procedure was conducted according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The cells stained with the two fluorescent dyes were observed by inverted fluorescence microscopy (IX71, Olympus). AFM (AFM5500, Agilent) in contact mode was used to compare the morphology of MR-1 cells in the presence and absence of EPS. The cells
were drop-cast on freshly cleaned platinum sheets and dried in air for at least 4 hours.

**Chemical analysis**

The ETSA was determined according to the protocol described by Relexans (37) with some modifications. 2,3,5-Triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) was used as the artificial electron acceptor, with acetonitrile as extractant. A mixture of 1 ml of cell suspension and 2 ml of 0.4% TTC solution was incubated in a rotary incubator (150 rpm) at 30°C for 30 min. The reaction mixture was then centrifuged (4000 g, 5 min, 25°C), and the supernatant was discarded. The triphenylformazan produced was extracted with 5 ml of acetonitrile, and the concentration was recorded at 485 nm by UV-vis spectroscopy. The concentration of NAG in the EPS extract was determined according to the modified Schales’ procedure (38). A cell suspension of 1.5 and 2 ml of potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) reagent [0.5 g of potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) in 1 liter of 0.5 M Na2CO3] was mixed and heated in a boiling water bath for 15 min. The optical density at 420 nm was read after cooling. UV-vis measurements were conducted using an Agilent 8354 instrument. NaCl (0.9% w/v) was used as a blank, and 10 ml EPS extract originating from 25 ml of MR-1 culture was recorded in the wavelength range 190 to 1190 nm. Spectra of pure riboflavin (Sigma-Aldrich) were also recorded.

**Size determination**

The size distribution of the cell suspension was determined by a laser particle size analyzer (MS2000, Malvern Instruments). According to the manual from the manufacturer, the size analyzer results provide the equivalent sphere diameter with the same volume of the measured cell. From AFM morphology observations, most MR-1 cells are rod-shaped with length/width ratios of about 3. To simplify the calculation of cell size, a cell was taken as equivalent to a cylinder with a length/radius ratio of 6. We then determined the length and radius of the cylinder-shaped cell using the following equations

\[
V_{es} = \frac{1}{6} \pi d_{es}^3
\]

\[
V_{cell} = \pi r_{cell}^2 l = 6 \pi r_{cell}^3
\]

\[
r_{cell} = \sqrt[3]{\frac{d}{36}} \approx 0.3 d
\]

where \(V_{es}\) is the volume of the equivalent sphere, \(d_{es}\) is the diameter of the equivalent sphere, \(V_{cell}\) is the volume of the measured cell equal to \(V_{es}\), \(r_{cell}\) is the radius, and \(l\) is the length of the cell.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/7/e1700623/DC1

**Supplementary Discussion**

fig. S1. 3D AFM images of S. oneidensis MR-1 cells.

fig. S2. Yields of different EPS components from MR-1.

fig. S3. CV of S. oneidensis MR-1 cells in the presence (blue line) and absence (red line) of EPS.

fig. S4. UV-vis spectra of EPS from MR-1.

fig. S5. Chronoamperometry i-t test on MR-1 cells.

fig. S6. DPV curves for MR-1 cell pellets treated at 30° and 38°C.

fig. S7. DPV curves for MR-1 cell culture treated at 30° and 38°C.

fig. S8. Effect of different heating temperatures on microbial viability evaluated by flow cytometry.
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